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Title: Dionizy Piątkowski Collection
Dates: circa 1980s-1990s
Collector: Piątkowski, Dionizy
Physical Extent: 1 box (.417 linear feet)




Language of Material: Polish
Abstract: Publications and news clippings on Polish blues and jazz written by Dionizy Piatkowski
and other Polish writers.
Administrative Information
Acquisition Information
Materials donated to the Blues Archive by Dionizy Piątkowski over a period of several years from the mid 1980s
to the early 1990s.
Processing Information
Collection processed by Greg Johnson.
Additions
No further additions are expected to this collection.
Subject Terms
Piątkowski, Dionizy





Dionizy Piątkowski (b. 1954) is a Polish jazz historian and critic.
Scope and Content Note
Publications and news clippings on Polish blues and jazz written by Dionizy Piątkowski and other Polish writers.
User Information
Prefered Citation
Dionizy Piątkowski Collection, Archives and Special Collections, J.D. Williams Library, The University of
Mississippi
Access Restrictions
The Dionizy Piątkowski Collection is open for research.
Copyright Restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are
authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or
reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship or research." If a user makes a
request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use", that user may be liable
for copyright infringement.
Related Material
Resources at the University of Mississippi
Piątkowski, Dionizy. Blues, Punk Disco: najkrótsza historia rocka. Poznań: Ars Nova, 1994. Cataloged:
ML3477.P53 B48 1994.
Piątkowski, Dionizy. Czas Komedy. Mosina: Alpim, 1993. Cataloged: ML3509.P7 P5 1993.
Container List
1 Jazz Discography
2 Polish Jazz Discographies
3 Jazz Records in the Soviet Union - Discography
4 Articles on Polish Blues and Jazz
5 Booklets on music
6 Publications on music
7 Publications on music
8 Publications on music
9 Clippings on blues and jazz
